
 Ghaziabad

Techniques adopted to reduce the difference between the actual pendency of

the  cases  and  those  shown on  the  NJDG to  zero,  provided  by  Shri  Narendra

Kumar Johari as District Judge, Ghaziabad.

1. A physical verification of every courts will  ensure the actual differences in a

particular court.

2. In the courts where the difference is found a notice be sent to the court concern

with  the  direction  that  differences  be  removed  on  same  day  by  4.00  P.M.

otherwise the reason be explained.

3. Inspite  of  step  no.  2,  the  courts  where  difference  is  found  frequently,  the

discussion with Presiding Officer and District Judge will sensitize to the P.O.

concern and exact reason of the difference may come in light.

4. Inspite of step no. 3, if again difference is found, then in that case, a staff from

Computer Section be provided temporarily for help and proper training to the

staff of court concern.

5. A regular training schedule be fixed once in a week after court hours with Nodal

Officer Computer and System Officer for ministerial staff, so that if the staff is

facing any technical problem, then in that case problem be resolved.

6. In every monthly meeting with Judicial Officers, the target of zero difference  

must be discussed.

Jalaun at Orai

Techniques adopted to reduce the difference between the actual pendency of

the cases and those shown on the NJDG to zero, provided by Shri Pradeep Kumar

Consul as District Judge, Jalaun at Orai.

1. In order to achieve the aforesaid result it was ensured by the undersigned that the

Clerks working in all the courts should devote one hour everyday in Computer

Room after Court's hours whereby the pending cases could be matched in such a

way, which were decided earlier and are not forwarded in the diary due to any

reason,  those cases  to  be  physically  verified  and maintained on the  National

Judicial Data Grid, so that there would be no possibility of discrepancy.

2. It  has been expected from all the Presiding Officers  in the meeting that  they

should sit time to time in the Computer Room to enquire about computer related

problems  at  Headquarter  and  all  the  three  Outline  Courts  to  ensure  the

uninterrupted power supply with the cooperation of the employee of the B.S.N.L.

and Electricity Department U.P.

3. Under the direction of the Hon'ble Committee, it was ensured by me that the

facility  of  the  generator  and  inverter  in  the  above  Computer  Rooms  should



function smoothly.

4. By  regular  meeting  and  establishing  coordination  with  the  Nodal  Officer

(Computer Section) and with the help of all the Class-III employees of vacant

Courts and competent employees in computer works, it was also ensured by me

that all the physical verification of the documents should be done, so that there

would be no discrepancy between the number of pending cases and NJDG. 

Note:- The above techniques provided by Shri Pradeep Kumar Consul as District Judge,

Jalaun at Orai was in hindi and has been translated into english by the office.


